


Looking toward the Solang Weisshorn, 19,450 feet, from just above Camp I on Mukar Beh in the Himalayas. 
This was probably the last view Geoff Hill (Australian), Suresh Kumar (Indian) and Sherpa Pemba had last 
October before a blizzard set in and they perished. Many parties had attempted Mukar Beh before the suc-
cessful ascent this year on June 23rd by John Ashburner and Sonam Wangyal. The difficult climb took 16 
hours from Camp III. Besides the above two, the party included Liam Carver and Dennis Gray, leader. Con-
cerning the ill-fated party, Gray says, When we dug their tents and equipment out we found fresh apples! 

They had literally been buried alive by the forming of a cornice on the ridge where they were camping." A 

Himalayan veteran, Gray is author of "Eyes Toward the Himalaya," on page two in which he describes 

future climbing possibilities. Photo by Dennis Gray 



death on mukar beh 

By Dennis Gray 
Golden leaves in Autumn joined with winters storm 
to give death to three of our fellow climbers 
Hidden slowly beneath a giant crest form in snow 
the cold loving powder held their burial. 

They had brought their hearts and happiness in apples 
to climb on a mountain for no good reason. 
Except to laugh in agony 9f comradeship 
hiding beneath a grin such very bold truth. 

Faithful Pemba climbing in the late afternoon 
a smile of happiness to mother mountain. 
The descendant of so many men yet to die 
arriving midst night onto the fated ridge. 

The daughters yet dark paid greeting to this event 
whilst the sons of light made joyful in their move. 
To Geoff & Suresh this was to be the real start 
their steps and hopes now lay upwards before them. 

Why then the wind that cruel deceiver of men 
began such a play in the wildest of tricks. 
When they struggled it struggled and as always won 
the end came and nought was achieved—but was it? 
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Eyes Toward th 

"Where the gods dwell is hidden wealth' .  
—Nepalese belief. 

Due to political difficulties, access to the 

Himalayas is at the present time virtually sus-

pended. Mountaineering development had pro-

ceeded smoothly through the decade of the fif-

ties and had accelerated in the early years of the 

sixties. The "impossible" of the years referred 

to by the Himalayan pundits as "The Great 

Decade" (1950-1960) is now certainly feasible 

because of certain advances. New improvements 

in equipment and the equally important physio-

logical and psychological fields have opened the 

way to a possible new era of Himalayan moun-

taineering which, like other progressive human 

activities, promises to be more exciting than any 

hitherto. This new era will be, as the famous 

English alpinist Geoffrey Young once said in his 

writings about climbing development in general, 

no great single leap forward in standard or per-

formance but a logical progression from all that 

has gone before. 
In conversations with mountaineers from 

many countries, especially the latest generation 

of climbers, it is obvious that few understand 

the stage now reached in Himalayan mountain-

eering or future possibilities. The idea that the 
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ascents of Everest, K2, and Kanchenjunga were 

really the mopping up of all the problems and 

worthwhile ascents seem to predominate, and in 

the last few years progress has suffered because 

of these misconceptions. The truth of the situa-

tion is entirely different and, with limited knowl-

edge, I am going to do my best to outline the 

point now reached for SUMMIT readers. 

The highest peaks have all been climbed and 

attempts are now being made to force new 

routes to the summits of the giants. One could 

say that the highest peaks are now in the second 

stage of exploration and already two remarkable 

successes have been made: on the West Ridge of 

Everest and the Diamir flank of Nanga Parbat. 

Many of the notable secondary peaks have been 

climbed. Peaks like Jannu, Gyachung Kang, 

Masherbrum, Rakaposhi, the Mustagh Tower 

and Gasherbrum IV - often their ascent involved 

more difficult climbing than the climbing of the 

highest peaks. 
The outstanding development of recent years 

has been the growing interest and a few at-

tempts and successes on the very difficult lesser 

peaks. One hears much talk of "last" great prob-

lems such as the Trango Towers. This, unlike 

popular assumption, is not a single peak but a 



Himalaya 
By Dennis D. Gray 

Location of the fourteen highest mountains in the world: (I) Mt. Everest, 29,028 feet; 
(2) K2, 28,253 feet; (3) Kanchenjunga, 28,168 feet; (4) Lhotse, 27,890 feet; (5) Maka-

lu,, 27,790 feet; (6) Dhauligiri, 26,811 feet; (7) Cho Oyo, 26,750 feet; (8) Manaslu, 
I, 26,658 feet; (9) Nanga Parbat, 26,658 feet; (10 Annapurna I, 26,504 feet, (11) 
Gasherbrum I (Hidden Peak), 26,470 feet; (12) Broad Peak, 26,400 feet; (13) Gasher-
brum II, 26,360 feet; (14) Gosainthan (Shisma Pangma), 26,291 feet. 

whole range of granite needles and towers and 
the explorer looking for such objectives will find 
many such problems throughout the whole Him-
alayan chain. Successes have been made on these 
difficult lesser peaks; for example, Pumori, Kan-
tega, Ama Dablam, and it is interesting to note 
that all were made by small, lightweight parties, 
well-versed in Himalayan techniques. This, to 
my mind, is the signpost to future development, 
and although none of the above climbs were any-
where near as difficult as the remaining un-
climbed problems, they were all notable "break-
throughs." 

Perhaps the most difficult mountain yet at-
tempted was Gaurisankar. Here the climbers ran 
into immense geographical difficulties with a 
base camp at only eight thousand feet and the  

summit of this difficult mountain fifteen thous-
and feet above. The climbing achieved was of a 
very high technical grade on both ice and rock. 
Pitches consisted of Alpine Grade Six and ice 
climbing set at angles of 60 and 70 degrees. 
Success was very close and a future party should 
manage to finish the climb. 

One other high standard, lesser peak at-
tempted several times is Langtang I, situated 
like Gaurisankar, in Nepal. The approach to the 
mountain is short. Despite the efforts of large 
and small expeditions, this highly dangerous 
peak has repelled all attempts, and three lives 
have been lost on its ridges. 

The key to the above climbs and attempts has 
been the free use of fixed rope. This has made 
possible the moving of supplies and equipment 
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on ground otherwise too steep for load carrying, 

and combined with prusik clamps ensures a line 

of communication on a mountain. 
In passing, one can think of one new develop-

ment which will mean much on these difficult 

mountains: "snow holing" and ice caves. The 

development of special saws for this work means 

the possibility of quickly gaining a shelter on 

slopes too steep for a tent. A saw in certain con-

ditions - in fact, anything but soft snow - is 

usually more effective than a shovel, and the 

Himalayan mountaineer of the future will prob-

ably never dream of pushing on without his saw, 

thanking the polar explorer for this new aid as 

he climbs. 
General exploration was, and still is, proceed-

ing in many parts of the Himalayas, but it will 

be many years before the Himalayas are com-

pletely surveyed and mapped. Only recently a 

medical party on field work in Bhutan came back 

with news of high peaks not previously known 

to mountaineers. The Himalaya is so vast a 

region that even now mountains are waiting un-

approached, unattempted, uncelebrated - the like 

of which, as mountaineering objectives, no 

others can equal. 
There has grown in some climbing circles in 

recent years a rather cynical attitude towards 

Himalayan mountaineering. This is understand-

able after the spate of second-rate expedition 

books which flooded the market during the so-

called Great Decade. It would seem in some cases 

that the reason for the climbers being in the 

field was simply to add to mountaineering litera-

ture. There is a genuine lack of understanding 

and knowledge of recent Himalayan events. I 

think a quotation from last year's journal of the 

Scottish Mountaineering Club best sums up the 

attitude and misconceptions: 
"What persuades men of proven mountain-

eering talent to involve themselves in these ex-

travaganzas escapes me. All individual idiosyn-

cracy smothered in the common cause, the com- 

4 to page six, please 



An aerial view of Gaurisankar, 23,440 feet, in Nepal, still waiting to be climbed. It is perhaps the most difficult of the 

unclimbed peaks so far attempted. One of the difficulties was that base camp had to be established at only 8,000 feet. 

Nevertheless, success was very close, and a future party should reach the summit. Photo by Erwin Schneider 
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mon trail up a foreordained lump, the Boy Scout 
line of camps, full of fellow feeling and mutual 
joy . . . Buhl and Diemberger, Cunningham and 
MacInnes seem to have shown the only reason-
able attitude to Himalayan climbing." 

I apologize to the writer of the above for tak-
ing this piece out of context, but it does seem to 
exemplify certain attitudes. It is not the moun-
tain's fault if people who climb on them go home 
and write terribly boring books and articles on 
their climbs. Neither is it the Himalayas' fault 
if we choose some vast snow-mound to climb 
while all around are peaks, ridges, and faces un-
equalled anywhere in the world of mountains. 
Beauty or difficulty, whatever your yardstick, 
the Himalayas are the ultimate. 

Small Parties 

The day of the light expedition has been with 
us for thirty years or more and one does not 
need large parties. In the quotation above the 
writer should have extended his four names to 
many dozens who, with slender resources and 
lightweight expeditions, have taken on the Him-
alaya. The range of a small party is now ex-
tended with modern aids and good planning to 
the very limit of the humanly possible. It would 
be feasible, for instance, for a four-man expedi-
tion to climb any of the greatest of today's Him-
alayan problems - Menlungste, Gaurisankar, any 
of the Trango Towers, and so on. But they would 
have to be capable of other disciplines besides 
sheer technical climbing - organization, planning, 
knowledge of Himalayan conditions, and an un-
derstanding of possible medical requirements. 

Despite being members of a massive expedi-
tion, Unsoeld and Hornbein made the West Ridge 
climb of Everest with really light resources. One 
could stand in judgement of their effort and say 
they were lucky to be successful and not victims 
to tragedy, but they did pull it off; they did 
show possibilities for the future; they did go  

one step further into new realms of Himalayan 
climbing. 

Easy Access 

Air travel and other forms of modern trans-
port will make access into the Himalaya in the 
near future as easy as the approaches in the 
Andes today. Due to political difficulties and 
their nearer proximity, dozens of expeditions are 
concentrating on access-free South America. 
Last year over thirty parties were active in one 
sector of the Andes. It may seem unlikely, but I 
am sure the time will soon arrive when this will 
be the case in the ranges of the Himalayas. 

At the time of writing, political permission is 
the most important aspect of a visit to any part 
of the Himalayas. The two main concentrations 
of the highest mountains - Nepal and the Kara-
koram in Pakistan - are virtually impossible for 
climbers, but other regions, including the south-
ern part of the Hindu Kush, parts of the Kangra 
and Kulu and Kashmir are open to small parties 
who use the right approach. To put the word 
"expedition" officially onto any venture is now-
adays inviting difficulty - better by far to suffer 
the title tourist and a surreptious arrival than 
end in the clutches of customs and officialdom. 

The approach used by many parties today in 
South America is the way to overcome difficul-
ties - an arrival by air, accompanied by all ab-
solutely essential climbing material and some 
high altitude rations. All other provisions can 
then be obtained in a main center such as Rawal-
pindi or Delhi before setting out to the moun-
tains. On our 1968 expedition to Mukar Beh-
Kangra in the Himalaya three of us flew to 
India with only 400 pounds of equipment and 
food. This worked admirably. In Europe a very 
popular method to overcome difficulties is to 
drive with the whole expedition baggage and 
members overland, arriving in the mountains as 
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normal tourists at the end of the very long jour-
ney. The Polish, British, and German climbers 
are adept at this type of expedition, and many 
such parties have visited the Hindu Kush moun-
tains in recent years on this basis. 

In a modern world with such ease of travel, 
the difficulty of access and entry into countries 
cannot last much longer. The countries involved 
are losing much in the way of expansion of tour-
ism, foreign exchange, and in the case of the 
Himalayas, the opening up and exploration of 
natural resources for the future. It may be only 
one or two years before this comes to pass, and 
I do hope all the climbers who long to see the 
Himalayas realize the possibilities awaiting 
them. 

I realize that to other than those who have 
already taken part, high altitude mountaineering 
is something of a mystery. High altitude physiol-
ogy is a scientific field in its own right; the 
organization and planning sounds boring and 
weighty; the mysteries and worries of frostbite, 
oxygen-lack, monsoons, leaches, and so on seem 
enough to put anybody off! Like any other sub-
ject, Himalayan mountaineering needs only ex-
perience to lay these difficulties open. 

Need for Oxygen 

Certain golden rules apply. Expeditions should 
attempt to carry medicinal oxygen, and someone 
should understand the afflictions which one 
might contract and know how to deal with them. 
Acclimatization cannot be emphasized too 
strongly. Oxygen is not needed for climbing 
purposes below 26,000 feet. This is not intended 
as a categoric statement - it varies from individ-
ual to individual as do acclimatization rates - but 
unwritten laws develop in most activities and 
oxygen is considered a non-essential below this 
height, except in emergency. 

Finance is nearly as big a problem as political 
permission. Much depends on what a party sets  

its sights. One attempt on the South Face of 
Annapurna would require fixed ropes, good com-
munication with two-way radio, special rations, 
a long period in time, and a party of four to six 
members employing many, porters to base and 
some for work on the lower parts of the face. 
The same party could visit the Hindu Kush or 
Kulu/Kangra, make first ascents of good un-
climbed peaks and explore uncharted territory 
for a sum infinitely smaller than would be re-
quired on a major climb. 

Survey of Possibilities 

The choice of objective is the most important 
factor of a Himalayan climb. If you are an "ex-
treme" climber, a choice should be made of an 
"extreme" objective. If interested in explora-
tion, surveying and the sheer joy of travelling 
light and fast, you don't want to be involved in 
an attempt on the South Face of Annapurna! 

There are so many possibilities that it is 
difficult to know where to begin, but I will make 
a brief survey of possible future objectives. 

The farthest west mountains of the chain - 
not actually part of the Himalaya - are the Hindu 
Kush range. The southern part of the range is 
now well-visited and quite recently two books 
have appeared in English describing climbs al-
ready made and future possibilities in the area.* 
This area is ideal for small lightweight parties, 
and there is still much original exploration await-
ing the traveler. 

Unfortunately, the best peaks in the Hindu 
Kush lie in the Wakhan corridor and the state 
of Chitral and are very difficult of access. The 

*Two recent publications in English giving much infor-
mation on the Hindu Kush: 

No Tigers in the Hindu Kush" by Philip Tranter 
(Hodder & Stoughton) 35/-. 
"Report of the Midlands Expedition to Hindu Kush 
1967" (Maps and much information). 15/-. 

This latter available direct from D. K. Scott, 16 Oakdale 
Dr., Chilwell Notts, Ng9 5 LF England. 
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former area is, of course, in Afghanistan and 
the latter in Pakistan. It is difficult to get per-
mission to visit these two areas. 

It is interesting to note that the Norwegians 
climbed the highest peak of Tirich Mir (25,227 
feet) in 1950 and returned only three years ago 
to make a difficult new route to the summit. This 
highest peak of the range has also seen a fan-
tastic solo attempt by the German Stammberger 
which very nearly ended in disaster. 

Travelling eastwards, one comes to the bastion 
of Nanga Parbat. An expedition of an interna-
tional nature is now being organized, and if per-
mission is forthcoming, will attempt a new face 
climb on this famous peak. It will be interesting 
to see if they can improve on the German climb 
of the Diamir flank in 1962. This 26,658-foot 
mountain has many facets and has always fea-
tured strongly in the development of Himalayan 
mountaineering. It is still attracting much at-
tention. 

Close to Nanga Parbat is the Nun Kun massif 
with still some fine unclimbed, lesser peaks but 
nothing to offer in the nature of a major ob-
jective. 

Travelling eastwards again, we reach the 
Karakoram. Together with Nepal this region can 
boast the greatest concentration of the world's 
highest mountains. Here are found difficult les-
ser peaks in abundance, peaks such as the pre-
viously mentioned Trango Towers, Paiju Peak, 
and the Ogre, and many higher unclimbed sum-
mits. 

Highest Unclimbed Mountain 

The highest unclimbed mountain in the world 
is, at the time of writing, Gasherbrum III (26,088 
feet). This mountain would not be as good an 
objective as several others of a slightly lower 
altitude waiting in the Karakoram for climbers 
to attempt. 

The pick of the host of unclimbed peaks is 
probably Khinyang Chish (25,762 feet). This is 
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a highly difficult and dangerous mountain. It 
was attempted in 1962 by an Anglo-Pakistan 
Services party, and in 1965 by the Japanese. 
Three men have already lost their lives on its 
flanks. It would require a very strong party to 
ensure success. Another very high unclimbed 
peak is Batura One (25,542 feet). This would be 
a very serious undertaking if only on account of 
the size of the icefall. It is said to be the biggest 
and steepest icef all in the whole Himalayan 
range and would require a patient, efficient 
party to have any chance of success. 

The Trango Towers will probably be attempted 
as soon as it is possible to visit the region again. 
It is surprising how a little publicity can make 
an unknown mountain suddenly on everyone's 
tongue. The highest summit is 20,530 feet, and I 
am sure if attacked by an efficient team of 
modern rock experts it will fall rather easily. 
Another "last" great problem! 

Peaks for Small Parties 

The Ogre (23,900 feet), Latok (23,340 feet) 
and other difficult peaks of the Karakoram are 
much more serious undertakings. South from 
the Karakoram are some of the lesser Himalayan 
ranges in Kashmir, Ladak and Spiti. They pro-
vide many objectives for small, light expeditions. 
Kulu in the Kangra District, Himachal Pradesh 
is ideal for two and four-man parties and gives 
climbing on a slightly larger scale than the 
Andes. (The snowline is around 11,000-12,000 
feet.) The accessibility is unusual for the Hima-
layas, and the possibility of good granite climb-
ing exists in some areas and pure snow and ice 
climbing in others. 

The way to visit these regions is as light 
parties disguised as tourists! It should be pos-
sible in four to five weeks in the mountains to 
achieve one or two fine climbs. The highest 
peaks are around 22,000 feet, and for the climber 
interested in small but outstanding climbs there 
are many difficult mountains like Ali Ratni 



Khinyang Chish, 25,762 feet, in Hispar Karakoram. This is probably the pick of the host of unclimbed peaks. It was 
attempted in 1962 by an Anglo-Pakistan Services party, and in 1965 by the Japanese. It is a very difficult and dangerous 
mountain and already three men have lost their lives on its flanks. Photo by Alf Gregory, Esq. 

Tibba (18,000 feet), a tower of firm granite 
waiting to fall to a rope of two. 

Eastwards again we come to that classical 
region of Himalayan exploration, the Garwhal. 
Higher than the above mentioned peaks, it has 
many fine objectives awaiting any party able to 
get permission from the India government. A 
project attempted much ahead of its time was 
the traverse of Nanda Devi (25,645 feet), and 
this awaits completion. It was essayed by the  

French in 1952 and on the attempt Vignes (Fis-
sure Vignes West Face Drus) and Dubost dis-
appeared. The mountain is ideal for the project, 
having two separate summits, and even today 
would be a "tour de force." The French were 
definitely in advance of their time in their think-
ing with regard to this formidable traverse. 

One objective which stands out in this range 
is Shivling (21,467 feet), a fantastic peak with 
twin summits and nicknamed, "The Matterhorn 
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of the Garwhal." It would give most climbers a 
more than satisfying climb. 

In our guided tour we now come to Nepal, 
aptly named, "The Mountain Kingdom." The 
splitter-of-hairs will here find the highest un-
climbed mountain in the world in Lhotse Shar 
(27,504 feet). This is the second peak of Lhotse 
which some pundits are now recognizing as a 
separate entity in its own right. The Japanese 
have attempted this mountain without success 
from the Lhotse Shar Glacier. The peak is said 
to have the biggest overhang in the world on its 
South Face. Doubtless, this will one day be the 
"last great problem." 

Nepal can claim more of the highest peaks 
than any other part of the Himalayas and there 
are still some outstanding high unclimbed moun-
tains. These include Dakum, or Peak 29 (25,706 
feet) in the Manaslu group and Dhauligiri IV 
(25,064 feet). The latter was attempted by a 
Royal Air Force team in 1965 but they were 
beaten back by bad snow conditions. Again, as 
in the Karakoram, it is the lesser peaks which 
provide the outstanding problems, although new 
routes on already climbed peaks are beginning 
to create interest. 

"The" Objective 

Gaurisankar (23,440 feet) still waits and will 
provide a stepping stone for an attempt someday 
on Menlungste (23,560 feet), its close neighbor. 
We are fast running out of superlatives, but 
Menlungste is the mountain in the whole Hima-
layas which I would say was "the" objective. Its 
ascent would be more than an exceptional effort 
and would be, even today, near the impossible. 

Nepal awaits its first major face climb, and 
the South Face of Annapurna I carries a spur 
like the famous Walker Buttress of the Grandes 
Jorasses. It is made for climbing and awaits a 
strong, competent team. 

Traversing presents innumerable possibilities, 
and one envisages the Himalayan party in the  

year 1984 attempting to traverse the whole of 
the Annapurnas with air support and supply 
drops. The future could be very exciting. 

"Nepal Has Everything" 

A small party with limited experience could 
enjoy themselves anywhere in Nepal, especially 
in the Rolwaling, an area of many fine smaller 
peaks. The outstanding problem here is Cho 
Butse (21,780 feet), a beautiful mountain. It 
could certainly be climbed with light resources. 
Yes, Nepal has everything - Eiger on Eiger, El 
Capitan on El Capitan - simply waiting for the 
enthusiast. It is just as enjoyable for the non-
tiger, too; the flowers are the same, the people 
just as friendly, and there are many easier peaks 
and hidden valleys waiting for the discoverer 
throughout the Himalaya. 

Kanchenjunga stands astride the Nepal-Sik-
kim border and has many unclimbed summits, 
but they are not such good objectives, being the 
proverbial "bump on the ridge." 

Sikkim lies neighbor to Nepal eastwards and 
contains many fine mountains, including the 
extremely beautiful Pandim (21,954 feet). Un-
climbed, it has been said by those who have seen 
it to be one of the most beautiful peaks in the 
world. Unfortunately, access to Sikkim is very 
restricted and mountain exploration has been 
held up for many years. The same is true of the 
neighboring Bhutan Himalaya and Namcha Bar-
wa, the farthest eastward mountains of the 
whole Himalayas. Here lie many high peaks 
around 25,000 feet and future climbers will 
doubtless find new objectives. 

I hope the above whets the appetite for inter-
est in Himalayan climbing for it is growing in 
many parts of the world. The year Nepal closed 
its boundaries to expeditions (1965) for a 
breathing space due to political difficulties, Jap-
anese climbers had applied for eleven pre-mon-
soon expeditions. In other parts of the climbing 
world - U.S.A., Britain, for instance - interest in 
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Himalayan mountaineering, either through lack 
of finance or knowledge, is not growing apace. 

A major Himalayan problem requires, in some 
cases, thought and planning over several years. 
On some of the still unclimbed mountains new 
standards will be achieved, new frontiers will be 
crossed. 

These unclimbed mountains are the Everests 
of the next generations. Menlungste, the Ogre,  

Shivling, Trango, etc., are worthy of all the 
techniques, methods and mountaineering spirit 
that the future climber can bring to their prob-
lems. There is the impossibility of access to 
many areas at present, but I believe this is only 
a temporary situation. It is necessary to start 
thinking seriously about Himalayan plans now if 
one wishes to be concerned in the future devel-
opments tomorrow. 

Menlungste, 23,560 feet, a close neighbor of Gaurisankar, is "the" objective. Its ascent would be more than an excep- 
tional effort and probably near the impossible today. Photo by Alf Gregory, Esq. 
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Mittedt(oC cD fatty by Don Lauria 

Photos by the Author 

JULY 26, 1967: Dennis Hennek and I agree 

upon a "climb of climbs" — an El Capitan route, 

the Dihedral Wall. Unclimbed since 1964, this 

grade VI entails awkward climbing, difficult 

piton placement, hanging belays, heavy hauling, 

hammock bivouacs, scraped knuckles, numb feet, 

coughing, cramping, torturous sun, threatening 

clouds, never enough water, rurps, and skyhooks 

— all the ingredients of a great Yosemite 

adventure. 
AUGUST 1, 1967: A month of conditioning 

and planning remains. The climb should take 41/2  

days at most. Pin selection is a problem — Frost 

never remembers, but Robbins has recorded a 

bong list in the Journal. . . that helps. We sketch 

a topo and confer on ethics. We agree not to fix 

pitches prior to the actual climb . . . no Camp-4 

bivouacs. The planning is often more exciting 

than the climbing. 
SEPTEMBER 2, 1967: We carry everything 

to the base of the climb. The haul bag is heavy 

. . . six gallons of water, food for five days, and 

bivouac gear. Dennis is carrying 80 pitons, 55 

carabiners, 40 aluminum bolt hangers, and three 

ropes. Planning to no avail, we get to sleep late 
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under cloudy skies. Rain falls gently for a few 

hours during the night — Camp-4 smells clean 

. .. briefly. 
SEPTEMBER 3, 1967: The ominous "one-way" 

sign stands stoically in the focus of our head-

lights as we drive to the El Capitan parking area. 

In total darkness we ascend the trail to the base 

and wait impatiently for sufficient light to begin. 

Ahead is a day's climbing — six pitches of left-

leaning dihedral that end under a roof. Awkward, 

awkward nailing. . . and it doesn't let up. On the 

fourth pitch, the skyhook unhooks itself and 

bounds in large pinging arcs down the 80° apron. 

The last ping sends it flailing into the trees. 

Dennis, a wearer of the blue cagoule, insists that 

we clean every fixed pin and every piece of old 

sling from the route. We toil upward. In waning 

sunlight our hammocks are strung from bolts 

under the roof. As we sup, we contemplate the 

adversity of dropping one's shoes from the first 

bivouac of a grade VI. Sleep comes easily. 
SEPTEMBER 4, 1967: We're up early sorting 

hardware, then over the roof on the hangerless 

bolt ladder. We leave a hanger on every other 
to page 15, please 



"climb of climbs" 

— an El Capitan route, 

the 

Dihedral Wall. 



. . . At dawn Dennis leads an A-4 crack. 
14 



. . .Pin selection is a problem. . . 

bolt. Onward to the Black Arch. Hard nailing . . . 
wish I had that skyhook . . . some nice nests. 
Finally the Arch . . . each pin scar is disguised 
by three years accumulation of dirt and vegeta-
tion . . . cough, squint. The angle steepens as 
Dennis leads over the Arch to a belay. One more 
pitch to "The Ledge" — the only ledge since we 
left the ground. Man, the sun is hot. On The 
Ledge, we decide against fixing more pitches — 
weather's too warm, Ledge is too comfortable. 
Dennis strips down to cool off, shocking the tele-
scope viewers. Water, salami, and grey poupon 
for the climbing gourmet. We are already looking  

forward to the oranges for breakfast. The sun 
reluctantly departs, abandoning a cloud-filled 
sky. Later, lightning reflects from the face of 
Middle Cathedral as a storm rages silently in 
the backcountry. 

SEPTEMBER 5, 1967: "Wake up, Dennis, it's 
getting light." We breakfast in the dark antici-
pating a quick start at dawn, but it isn't getting 
any lighter. Dawn must still be hours away . . . 
wish we had a watch . . . back to sleep. At dawn 
Dennis leads an A-4 crack. A slight tug inter-
rupts my belayer's reverie. Dennis is upside down 
hanging by one foot giggling stupidly. He has 
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. . . Ahead is a day's climbing — 

six pitches of left-leaning dihedral 

that ends under a roof. 

fallen over backwards out of his top loops. We 
push onward, ever upward . . . to the small tri-
angular roof at the 1700-foot level. The nailing is 
awkward, continuous, and strenuous. We are 
racing with the sun. Dennis is leading and stops 
30 feet below the roof at the bivouac spot de-
scribed by Royal as "uncomfortable." We study 
the remaining 30 feet and the crack under the 
roof. Obviously more comfortable up there, Royal. 
I lead in the fading light and nail the roof up-
tight . . . three pins on each end of the hammocks:  
A beautiful bivouac, hanging free. We marvel at 
the speed with which the days are passing, at 
the beauty of the lichen on Higher Cathedral 
Rock, and at the abrasive texture of the Dihedral 
Wall. It's dark. We have little appetite, but un-
relenting thirst. 

SEPTEMBER 6, 1967: No pre-dawn breakfast 
this time. Daybreak is clear and crisp. I finish 
my lead over the roof-high angle, clumsy nailing. 
We swing leads. The afternoon drags — it's 
really getting hot. My red bandana soaks up a 
few cc's of moisture seeping from the wall. Den-
nis completes the 19th pitch — hauling is stop-
and-go. Finally, it's just "stop." "I can't move 
the bag, Don." Jumaring up to his position at the 
base of a large chimney, I find Dennis suffering 
from heat exhaustion — no strength, dizzy, 
nauseous. We break out the water, guzzle a half 
gallon, eat a couple of oranges, and finish a pack-
age of lemon drops. We lose an hour or two . . . 
recovery is slow, but complete. Onward and up-
ward to Thanksgiving Ledge and a good bivouac. 
We finish the last two pitches with flashlights 
in our mouths. Communication is not only diffi-
cult, but annoying. Tempers flare and recede. 
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Thanksgiving Ledge is huge and wonderful. 
Neither of us can eat, but we finish most of the 
water . . . saving a pint each for tomorrow. We 
are very tired. Tomorrow, the summit. 

SEPTEMBER 7, 1967: Awkward, awkward, 
continuously awkward. Five pitches up deep 
flared cracks — our knuckles suffer. While clean-
ing the 24th pitch, I take deliberate aim on a 
baby angle and strike myself a crippling blow on 
the kneecap. Summit fever is destroying my cool. 
The water is gone . . . thirst is our motivation. 
"Where's the Miner's Lettuce that Frost and 
Robbins found so plentiful ?" We taste every 
suspicious leaf of vegetation we encounter — yuk. 
We find some souvenirs of the first ascent: three 
of the famous ". . . hammers broken . . . 6" I 
hear shouting from the summit. They better 
have that six-pack on ice. We scream back with 
thick, lisping tongues. Dennis leads the infinite 
final pitch. An ecstatic scream from above . . . as 
close as Dennis ever comes to a yodel. I yell back, 
"Pop the topths, man, I'm on my way.P-My cov-
eted "Grade VI" hat is captured by the summit 
winds . . . a regretful, but fitting end. It's early 
afternoon, the "Abrasive Wall" has had it, again. 

EPILOGUE 
SEPTEMBER 8, 1967: Dressed as an ordinary 

tourist, I hesitantly leave the glory of Camp-4 to 
return with Dennis to the base of El Capitan. The 
cult of the Blue Cagoule has dictated that we are 
bound ethically to clean up the refuse of our 
climb — water bottles, salami wrappers, old pi-
tons, and sling material. Three unfamiliar climb-
ers inquire quite seriously, "Are you guys paid 
by the Park Service for the work ?" "Oh, yes," is 
our reply, "we are paid in advance." 







Cross country skiing 

in eastern Mount Rainier National 

Park, Washington. 

Photo by Keith. Gunnar 
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gki Touring in 

In winter the majestic slopes of Mt. Rainier, 
14,410 feet, stand draped in a thick blanket of 
white snow. This immense spectacle of nature 
stands alone at the western edge of the Cascade 
Mountain Range, and even the rugged peaks of 
the Cascades are dwarfed next to the highest 
mountain in the Pacific Northwest. 

During the winter there is only one road open 
to "the mountain," and only half of the road 
remains open. This road begins at the southwest 
entrance of the park and is called the Nisqually 
entrance at 2,003 feet. The entrance is about 
eighty miles from Seattle, Washington, and one 
hundred fifty miles from Portland, Oregon. The 
reason only part of the road remains open is the 
extreme difficulty of controlling avalanches on 
the second half of the road. The road ends at a 
twenty-foot snow wall just below Paradise at 
5,400 feet. 

While most of the tourists and skiers go to 
Paradise, there is a range of mountains in the 
park just south of Mt. Rainier. Here a skier can 
have the entire slope to himself. This is the 
Tatoosh Range. The sharp, jagged peaks that 
make up this range are between six and seven 
thousand feet high. 

In the Tatoosh Range there are two peaks that 
are the favorite of ski tourers. They are Castle, 
6,500 feet, and Pinnacle, 6,562 feet. The reason 
these peaks are so popular is that they can be 
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climbed in one day. In summer both Castle and 
Pinnacle are good novice climbs with proper 
equipment and leadership, but in winter even the 
most basic routes can become treacherous. 
Weather, ice and avalanches all become import-
ant factors in a winter climb or ski tour. 

Unless you're lucky enough to get to the park 
before dark, the road to Paradise closes for the 
night at Longmire, 6.8 miles from the main 
entrance. There is a campground less than a mile 
into the park called Sunshine Point. It is the best 
place to spend the night because the campground 
at Longmire may be closed. 

At Longmire there is a hotel and restaurant, 
however, they are open only in the summer. The 
hotel's concession stand is open all year round 
and candy or souvenirs may be purchased. It is 
a good place to find out what the conditions are 
up on the mountain and what time the gate will 
open. Be at the gate when it opens because from 
then on every minute is important. 

Winter climbing or ski touring is a struggle 
between getting to your goal and back before the 
sun fades into the Pacific. The daylight hours 
this time of year are exceptionally short in the 
mountains. When the sun drops, the temperature 
goes with it. Darkness is not the only problem, a 
change in weather can suddenly bring in arctic 
conditions. Castle or Pinnacle is no place to be 
in a storm. The summits of these two peaks are 
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several miles from the Paradise road, and is a 
strenuous journey under the most ideal condi-
tions. 

The drive from Longmire to Narada Falls, 
the jumping-off point for the Tatoosh Range is 
breathtaking. The tall pines even in winter are a 
very deep green. The road will have a very high 
snow wall on each side of it that increases in 
height with each vertical rise. This road in win-
ter is entirely different from the one in summer.  

All the familiar sights are completely hidden by 
several feet of snow. The glacier bridge which is 
at an altitude of 4,000 feet crosses the Nisqually 
River. Here is one of the first close-up views of 
"the mountain" looking right up the Nisqually 
Glacier. Even in winter with many of the cre-
vasses covered over, the Nisqually glacier is still 
badly broken up. 

The Narada Falls parking lot is on the right-
hand side of the road, and is completely caged 
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Looking toward Castle (left) 

and Pinnacle Peaks in the Tatoosh Range 

south of Mt. Rainier. 

During winter deep powder skiing can be enjoyed 

in the saddle. 

Photo by the Author 
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in on all sides by a very high snow wall. In the 
winter the only people who visit it are ski tour-
ers. From Paradise there is a three-mile ski run 
ending at Narada Falls, but this run isn't used 
very much. Unless there is a car waiting, the 
only way back to Paradise is to hike, and it is 
all uphill. The Falls are completely hidden by 
several feet of snow, but the sound of running 
water can be heard. 

From Narada Falls the first obstacle is to get 
to the second half of the Paradise road. This 
road continues just above Narada Falls and is 
covered with about twenty feet of snow. Getting 
to it entails a four-hundred-foot climb which will 
be the hardest part of the entire trip. There is a 
large slope just behind the rest room and to the 
right that goes up very steeply. The road will be 
at the top of this slope. There should be a sign 
at the bottom of the slope saying "avalanche 
danger." It means just what it says; do not climb 
the slope if there is an avalanche warning. Start 
off into the woods to the left of this slope and 
climb by using switchbacks until reaching the 
road. There is some flatness to the road above 
the woods, but when reaching the slope the road 
completely fades out. A traverse has to be made 
here and this is where the people with snow-
shoes will have the greatest difficulty. The slope 
is steep and can avalanche, but by crossing it 
near the top there is less of a chance of getting 
caught in it. After crossing the slope, the road 
becomes flat and starts downhill. The skier again 
has the advantage. Just before Mirror Lake the 
road becomes flat, and both Castle and Pinnacle 
can now be seen. Looking at the peaks, Castle is 
on the left and Pinnacle the right. Mirror Lake 
is on the left-hand side of the road and will 
probably be frozen over. 

Once leaving the road there is no longer a 
trail unless someone has been there recently. If 
the peaks are visible and the objective is to 
climb Pinnacle, then the saddle between Castle 
and Pinnacle is the place to go. If the objective  

is to climb Castle, the route will be to come up 
on the left-hand side of the peak. If it's just a 
ski tour with no climbing objectives, the best 
place for that deep powder snow is the saddle 
between the two peaks. 

There is a large snow bowl just across the 
road from Mirror Lake. The twin peaks are in 
the middle and above this bowl. A safe route is 
to keep to the right and climb above this bowl 
in the forest. Keeping to the left edge of the 
trees, the top of the snow bowl can be reached. 
From there a traverse across the top is neces-
sary. About half-way across the snow bowl, the 
peaks can be clearly seen. Keep to the left of 
steep hills on the right as you turn towards the 
peak of Castle. When the trees end Castle is 
staring you directly in the face and Pinnacle is 
off to the right. 

On the left-hand side of Castle should be some 
large cornices They are very beautiful and 
worth a picture. The ski bowl between Castle 
and Pinnacle, not the one that was avoided, is a 
good place to ski. 

To climb Pinnacle or for skiing, traverse 
across the north slope of Castle and up the Pin-
nacle Glacier to the saddle between the two 
peaks. To the south is eleven thousand-foot Mt. 
Adams, to the southwest is nine thousand-foot 
St. Helens and even Mt. Hood in Oregon can be 
seen. Behind you is majestic Mt. Rainier. Just 
over the saddle is a steep slope. At first sight it 
is breathtaking. To climb Pinnacle, the south 
face of Pinnacle has to be traversed and being 
roped is a must. From the saddle Castle can be 
climbed by traversing its south face and climb-
ing up a very steep gully. Reaching the top of 
the gully it is a short rock climb to the summit. 

In the Tatoosh Range during winter there is 
the thrill of climbing wind-blown peaks, skiing 
virgin powder snow, of seeing snow drifts blown 
into odd shapes, tall pines drooping from an 
over-abundance of snow and massive cornices 
hanging over lonely peaks. 
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ow to Estimate 

Time rules our lives To some, the record seek-
ers, time taken and distance covered are the ulti-
mate goals. To other more mundane mortals they 
are but the means to an end : good route planning 
is a basic essential for safe, enjoyable mountain-
eering. 

In 1892 Naismith first published the now fa-
mous "Naismith's Rule"—`An hour for every 
three miles on the map, with an additional hour 
for every 2000 feet of ascent.' While of great 
value, this has certain limitations, as illustrated 
by the numerous modifications which have been 
suggested. Accordingly, in the light of modern 
developments, the following method is put for-
ward as permitting equally simple but more ac-
curate estimation of the time required for moun-
tain hikes. 

Before considering the new method in detail, it 
is worthwhile looking at some of the criteria by 
which any such method can be judged. To be of 
real value for general use, it must fulfil the fol-
lowing requirements :- 

It must be simple and rapid so that every 
mountaineer can and will use it for every 
outing. 
It should be reasonably accurate. 
It should be flexible and take into account 
all the main factors which influence strenu-
ousness and time if it is to be of use to any 
party on any route. 

To use the method intelligently, it is also essen-
tial to appreciate these various factors, which 
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modify the difficulty of any route. These are :- 
Distance and height. 
Proportion of distance on trails. 
Type of terrain and ground conditions. 
Variations between different individuals or 
parties, i.e. age, fitness and experience. 
Fatigue, i.e. length of journey. 
Pack weight. 
Weather and darkness. 
Time spent in rests. 

On this problem many people have helped with 
ideas and trials. W. W. Naismith first demon-
strated that such an estimation was feasible. 
Philip Tranter recently suggested how Naismith's 
Rule could be modified to suit varying individ-
uals and conditions. The present author simul-
taneously devised a formula for estimating the 
energy expenditure of mountain hikes. Rex Al-
dridge further condensed the modifications into 
chart form. This has proved an excellent example 
of how many individuals, each contributing his 
ideas to a common pool of knowledge, have made 
possible the production of a method which no 
one person could have evolved by himself. 

It is earnestly hoped that this method will per-
mit a further advance in mountaineering safety. 
Attempting too much is a common cause of ex-
haustion and exposure. Accurate estimation of 
the time requirements and strenuousness of a 
proposed route, if combined with humility, should 
do much to prevent such incidents occurring, and 
help to make mountain hiking the rewarding 
pleasure which it ought to be. 
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METHOD 
Use of chart. For the proposed route, measure 

the distance on a 1" map by ruler or map meas-
urer. Find the height climbed from the map by 
adding together all sections of ascent, however 
gradual. On the chart start at the appropriate 
distance on the right hand half of the horizontal 
axis. From this point pass vertically up to meet 
the line corresponding to the height which is to 
be climbed. From the height line, pass horizon-
tally to the left to read off the energy expendi- 

ture on the vertical axis. Continue across hori-
zontally to the condition line corresponding to 
your fitness. From the condition line move verti-
cally down to read off the time on the left hand 
half of the horizontal axis. To summarize: follow 
the arrows. This process can be used in reverse 
to find what combination of distance and height 
can be attempted in any given time. 

Finding condition. On several expeditions 
note accurately the distance, height climbed and 
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total time for the route. Make these expeditions 
of various lengths, carry minimal weight and 
travel to your accustomed pace: do not try to see 
how fast you can manage them. On the chart 
find the condition line giving an estimated time 
for each of these journeys which agrees closest 
with your actual times. The line which most often 
gives the most accurate estimate is the one you 
should use thereafter. Remember that your con-
dition can vary over a period of time, due to 
training or lack of practice. Also remember that 
for a party the condition will be different from 
that of any one member, and ideally a new "con-
dition" should be worked out for the party as 
a whole. 

Adjustments. The method given under "Use 
of Chart" will give an approximate estimate with 
no further adjustment, but for even greater ac-
curacy the following factors should be considered. 

Trails: If part of the journey is on trails 
then the "equivalent cross-country distance" 
should be taken as the actual mileage cross-coun-
try plus three-quarters of the mileage on roads. 
This "equivalent" figure should then be used for 
the "distance" on the chart. The height climbed 
is found as before for the entire journey. 

Type of terrain and ground conditions: For 
moderate variation make no allowance but on very 
rough or marshy ground, if much troublesome 
undergrowth or on soft snow then use the condi-
tion line below, or even two below the one which 
you normally use. 

Pack weight: For each 35 lbs. move down 
one condition line from the one which you nor-
mally use. 

Weather: For moderate variation make no 
change but if winds over 50 m.p.h. or in darkness 
where a torch is essential then move down one, or 
in extreme conditions two condition lines from 
the one normally used. 

The effects of ground conditions, pack and 
weather should be added together, e.g. if on very 
rough ground with a 30 lb. pack in a 60 m.p.h. 
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wind you should move down three condition lines. 
Rests: The estimate allows for your normal 

rest pattern, but if you take any very long rests 
for some other purpose, e.g. nature study, then 
the extra time spent on this should be added to 
the estimate. 

Strenuousness: There are three safety pre-
cautions incorporated in the chart which help to 
prevent anyone tackling a route beyond his 
powers. 

If, on moving across the chart from the 
appropriate point on the height line, you find 
that you are passing above your condition line 
without crossing it, then the route is too long for 
you to attempt. 

If there are not enough condition lines on 
the chart to make the necessary adjustment for 
ground condition, pack weight and weather, (e.g. 
if a "40 minute" man needed to move down 
three lines) then the conditions are too severe 
and you should reduce weight, seek easier ter-
rain and/or wait for better weather. 

Any journey requiring an energy expendi-
ture of more than 4000 kcals can be classed as 
strenuous for anyone save the fit, experienced 
person who regularly does much more, and should 
be treated as a serious expedition. As a general 
rule, no journey should be attempted which de-
mands an energy expenditure more than 500 
kcals in excess of your previous maximum. 

Accuracy: The accuracy of the time esti-
mated by the above method is approximately 
±-10%. The energy expenditure estimate is cor-
rect to approximately -±20%. 

Limitations: The estimate is for a single full 
day's walking, not the total of a two- or three-
day journey nor for dead reckoning over a mile 
or two. This technique was basically evolved for 
trail walking and is therefore not so accurate for 
a journey entirely on roads. The method can not 
be used if the route includes much rock climbing 
or snow and ice climbing where technical diffi-
culty and skill greatly influence the time required. 
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TRAIL KING PACK 
by 

UNIVERSAL 

Heliarc Welded Frame 
Double Divided Side Pockets 
O.D. Waterproof Nylon 
Nylon Waistband 
Talon Brass Zippers 

Available thrcugh Quality 
Sporting Goods Stores Everywhere 

Universal Field Equipment Co. 
P.O. Box 984, Riverside, Calif. 92502 $29.95 

SIERRA DESIGNS 

Custom-made 

BINDERS 

for your copies of 

SUMMIT 

Dark green leatherette with gold 
lettering. Each binder holds a 
year's issues. $3 each, postpaid 
in U.S. 20% discount on 2 or more 
to same address. On California 
orders add 5% sales tax. 

Order From: SUMMIT, P.O. Box 

1889, Big Bear Lake, Calif. 92315. 

HIGHLAND 
0,14,4ttei.4 

Lightweight Camping Specialists . . . 

The largest and most complete camping and 

mountaineering store in Southern California. 

Let us help you with your lightweight equipment needs at 

our new location: 3579 Eighth Street (upstairs), Riverside, 

California, or 

or 

Write for our free catalog: 

P.O. Box 121, Riverside, California 

"Lazy Backpacker Brand" 

Open: Mon. - Fri. 10 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. 7 p.m. to 9 p.m. 
Sat. 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. Closed Sundays 

( ALPINE EQUIPMENT) 

4TH & ADDISON STS. 
BERKELEY 
CALIFORNIA 94710 
FREE CATALOG 

PACKG EAR •TENTS• DOWN CLOTHING 

AND SLEEPING BAGS 

REVIEWS 
MOUNTAIN OF MY FEAR, by David Roberts, pub-

lished by The Vanguard Press, Inc., 424 Madison Avenue, 

New York, N.Y. 10017, 157 pages, 10 photographs, 2 

Maps, one drawing of route, and appendices with route 

description, drawings showing camps, and equipment lists. 

Mountain climbing and despair go hand in hand. 
For despair is an integral part of the existential 
view of life. And mountain climbing, being an 
activity in which men sometimes risk their lives 
for no "good" reason; one in which they spend 
enormous amounts of energy and months of time 
in preparation, travel, and climbing to reach an 
obscure point on the earth's surface; one which is 
unalloyed by the evil that always accompanies all 
political causes, whatever their idealism; moun-
tain climbing, being all these, is the perfect exist-
ential activity. No one pretends it has any point, 
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nor any meaning, except the personal meaning to 
one's self that one chooses to attach to it. The 
choice to risk one's life climbing a mountain is 
made in absolute freedom, the perfect example of 
man making an action meaningful and important 
purely by choosing to do it. Thus, mountain climb-
ing, being "pure" in this sense, offers an excellent 
laboratory in which to probe the meaning of life 
and death, good and evil; in short the ultimate 
questions. 

In "Mountain Of My Fear," David Roberts 
probes these questions brilliantly. This little book 
is superficially about the first ascent of the west 
face of Mt. Huntington, one of the great peaks of 
Alaska. As in all classical mountaineering ac-
counts, the book describes the ascent from con-
ception through preparation and journey to as-
sault, success and descent. However, it is only 
partly such a description. Much more, it is a 
searching behind the mere physical climb for  

reasons, or at least for realities. Throughout the 
book Roberts is concerned with the problems of 
truth and reality, and also the problems of ad-
justing to an implacable universe. 

Accepting man's inescapable aloneness, and 
facing the worms that await us, these are im-
portant issues, and Roberts grapples with them 
manfully, and artfully. Thus the book is less a 
climbing narration than a metaphysical explora-
tion. The climb itself functions primarily, and per-
haps overly, as a vehicle for the expression of 
abstract ideas. Not that there is anything neces-
sarily wrong with sacrificing events to notions; 
indeed, I find Roberts' philosophical wanderings 
more interesting than straight climbing narra-
tions. Still, the book would be more nearly perfect 
if it weren't so obvious that the climbing story 
was being used for the ulterior motive of present-
ing the author's life views. In other words it 
would be a better book if it were as successful a 

MORE BUYDOLT 

On STELCOR TM  DOLTROPE which has the following characteristics: 

DIAMETER 10 mm 9 mm 8 mm 

STRENGTH 5,950 lbs 5,050 lbs 3,300 lbs 

WEIGHT 71h lbs 6 1/5 lbs 5 1/10 lbs 

LENGTH 165 feet 165 feet 165 feet 

STELCOR ropes are made of Grilon which is about 20% stronger than nylon or perlon. 
Grilon is unaffected by ultraviolet radiation. Stelcor ropes elongate 50% to the breaking 
point. Stelcor is a sheathed rope and is treated with a water repellant emulsion to mini-
mize water loading due to capillary action. Stelcor will not shrink when used repeatedly on 
wet climbs. Size for size it is the strongest and lightest mountaineering rope made. It is made 
for DOLT in Switzerland. The sheathes are bicolor and are available in the following 
combinations: 
Brilliant Red with blue or gold stripes spiralling to the half-way point. 
Mountain Blue with red or gold stripes spiralling to the half-way point. 
Classic Gold with red or blue stripes spiralling to the half-way point. 

See STELCOR DOLTROPES at these shops: 
WEST RIDGE — SPORTS, LTD. FREEMANS JONAS 
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GOLDEN "GREENIES"TM 
KLETTERSHUHE 
AND 
LIGHTWEIGHT HIKING BOOT 

FEATURES: 

SUPER KLETTER LUG SOLE — the best there is 
GUARANTEED CEMENTING OF LUG AND MID-SOLE 
ONE PIECE UPPER nearly scree proof 
BONDED STRETCH-PROOF LINING 
"D" RING LACING 
LIGHTWEIGHT 

COMBINATION LAST HAVING NARROW HEEL 
FOR BEST FIT 

PADDED INNER TONGUE 

$19.95 

E.B. SUPER GRATTON 
EB's ARE A FANTASTIC HIGH PERFORMANCE 

SKIN TIGHT BOOTIE FOR 
TECHNICAL ROCK EXPERTS 

EB's ARE THE BEST OF THEIR CLASS 
GIVING YOU A FEEL ON ROCK YOU 
HAVE NEVER FELT. SUPERIOR 
IN JAMMING, FRICTIONING, 
AND SMALL HOLDS, TOO. 

COMPLETELY HAND-MADE 

$24.50 

Mountain shops having a sample of one or both of the above: 

WEST RIDGE MOUNTAINEERING • CLOUD CAP CHALET • NORTH FACE • TRAIL DESIGN • PERKINS, LTD. 
KLEEN GLO MOUNTAINEERING • JONAS SKI & HIKE • HIGHLAND OUTFITTERS • POWDERHORN MOUNTAINEERING 
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KITS 
for 

Sleeping Bags 

Tents 

Down Jackets 

Vests 

Down Sweaters 

Rain Gear 

WRITE FOR FREE CATALOG 

 

DEPT. 12, BOX 1378, BOULDER, COLORADO 80302 49. 1615 university ave., berkeley, calif., 94703 

send for catalog 

mountaineering specialists 

REVIEWS continued 

from page 29 

tale of adventure as it is of ideas. But Roberts' 
deftness in expressing abstractions does not carry 
into the descriptions of actual climbing. It is as if 
the physical, mundane parts of the ascent bore 
him. It seems his thoughts never really focus 
upon them, but remain in the existential clouds. 

But there are some beautiful passages in the 
book, some rare insights. It's worth reading for 
these, even if the descriptions of the climb are 
ordinary. It's a most thought-provoking book. 
But it gives no answers. Roberts treats us to a 
look into the black pit of nothingness, but doesn't 
tell us how to make bearable our progress toward 
it. He says, in effect, "This is the way it is, baby.  

You had better learn to accept it." Of course, none 
of these ideas are new. They came in strongly 
with Dostoevski, Sartre, Camus, et al; and were 
expressed less elaborately and systematically by 
earlier sages. But Roberts' ability to apply them 
to mountaineering is what makes the book so in-
teresting. And although he provides no easy an-
swers, his cries of despair are articulate; and it is 
somehow comforting to know that a fellow 
climber, despite despair, can hurl into the dark-
ness a shout of defiance. 

—Royal Robbins 
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people who 
compare 

...buy Holubar 
they see the difference our 
hand-made, limited 
production makes. 
The AA goose down-filled EAST FACE 
JACKET fits in your pocket yet keeps 
you warmer than heavy sweaters! Wind-
tight 4-ply Supernyl nylon, 2 patch 
pockets, elastic wrists and waist with 
drawstring, and weighs only 18 oz. S, 
M, L sizes, in 5 colors; $29.75 including 
stuff bag. Down-filled matching snap-on 
hood: $8.00. 

See the complete line of Holubar bags, packs, 

parkas, and outdoor gear in the FREE 52-page 

catalog. Write Dept. ST-9, Box 7, Boulder, 

Colorado 80302. 

DENVER: 280 Columbine 

BOULDER: 1030 13th 
Itotubco. 

se you demand the finest... 
the reliable 

a& 25 oz. 

Piton Hammer 
Drop forged chrome-moly steel head 
Perfect balance 

II 111/4" shaft — allowing for necessary 
extra reach. 

II Made from thick wall, heat treated 
chrome-moly tubing 

II Shock absorbing rubber grip 
Unconditionally guaranteed against 
breakage for one full year after date 
of purchase 

Other sizes and weights available 

Carabiner 
hole for 
extracting 
pitons 
with string 
of biners 

At all better dealers. Write for catalog of rock 
climbers line of pitons, carabiners, holsters, rings, 
brakebars and ice axes. 

00 EAST JEWELL AVE. • DENVER, COLO. 80222 

l_let-ters 

Dear Editor: 
In a review which appeared in the 

British Medical Journal, Dr. E. S. 
Williams of Guilford, Surrey, England 
referred to a system of signals and 
flares used in Britain to attract atten-
tion in an emergency. In answer to my 
inquiries he has been kind enough to 
send me a copy of a booklet entitled 
Mountain Rescue: Cave Rescue which 
was issued by the Mountain Rescue 
Committee. This book contains some 
ideas which I think could well be 
adapted in American Mountaineering. 

This book points out that the inter-
national alpine distress signal con-
sists of six regular signals a minute, 
repeated at one minute intervals. The 
sequence of six regular signals is 
certainly much less likely to occur 
accidentally than three signals. They 
also recommend the use of S.O.S. — 
three short signals followed by three 
long signals followed by three short 
signals. Although the standard three 
signals is too well known and widely 
used to be supplanted in this country, 
mountaineers should also be familiar 
with these international signals. 

Of greater attractiveness is the use 
of a red flare to attract attention in an 
emergency. Such flares would certainly 
be visible for a much greater distance 
and are much more likely to be seen 
at night than flashlight signals. This 
publication also describes the use of 
green or white flare as an all clear 
signal, but weight limitations and the 

infrequency with which such signals 
would be used probably preclude carry-
ing these additional flares on a moun-
taineering outing. 

Mountain Rescue: Cave Rescue, is a 
small paper-bound book, fifty-six pages 
in length. It presents brief instructions 
for mountain and caving safety, lists 
of equipment for rescue stations, and 
instructions for dealing with mountain-
eering or caving accidents. In addition 
it contains an extensive catalog of 
first aid posts and rescue stations, 
listed according to geographical area. 
Maps indicating the location of these 
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fklmekter SKI SHOP 

Arsa Code 603/745-2767 

ROCK CLIMBERS 

BACKPACKERS 

CAMPERS 

FISHERMEN 

SKIERS 

THE INCOMPARABLE 

mitgilirriPaCks. 

15.95 

15.95 

16.95 

10 POINTS—FRONT POINTS SLANTED  

10 POINTS—VERTICAL  

12 POINTS—FRONT POINTS HORIZONTAL  

OUTSTANDING QUALITY AT CO-OP PRICES! 

MAIN STREET, NO. WOODSTOCK, NEW HAMPSHIRE 03262 

LOOKING FOR THE BEST? 
THE NEW LIGHTWEIGHT 

CHROME - MOLY CRAMPON 

—COMBINING THE LATEST 

DESIGN FEATURES WITH 

FINE U.S. CRAFTSMANSHIP 

—TESTED BY R.E.I. 

PERSONNEL ON 

THE SLOPES OF 

MT. RAINIER 

17 SIZES: 4 THROUGH 13 

LARGEST PAIR WEIGHS ONLY 1 LB. 1 OZ. 

PATRONAGE DIVIDENDS TO MEMBERS 

FREE 68-PAGE COLOR CATALOG ON REQUEST. 

RECREATIONAL EQUIPMENT INC. 
p 1525 1 1 th Ave. Dept. S, Seattle, Wash. 98122 
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units are also included. A publication 
of this type, which is small and light 
enough to be easily slipped into a 
pack, would be very useful to every-
one participating in climbing, hiking, 
or caving outings to relatively remote 
areas in this country. I think the prep-
aration of such a booklet would be a 
reasonable and worthwhile undertaking 
for your Magazine in association with 
the various mountaineering organiza-
tions in this country. 

James A. Wilkerson, M.D., Editor 
Mountaineering Medicine 
Salt Lake City, Utah 

Dear Editor: 
The message in Sheridan Anderson's 

cartoon on the front cover of the June 
issue of Summit probably has crossed 
the minds of all those "Nuts" who 
either climb or sky dive, and also those 
real "Nuts" who do both. But then 
there are those who both climb and 
sky dive at the same time! 

Enclosed is a Zerox copy of an arti-
cle from the December, 1965 issue of 
Sky Diver magazine which originally 
appeared in the German magazine 
Revue and concerns Dentist Felber-
ayer of Austria. Seems Felbermayr 
climbed and then parachuted from the 
Anticima peak of the Tre Cime Di 
Lavaredo Group (Drei Ziennen) of the 
Dolomiten. Op timumque est aliena 
insania frui. Thought you and your 
readers would be interested in Herr 
Felbermayr's activities. Yosemite any-
one? 

Bob Stefanik 
Cambridge, Mass. 

HkingCIi bingHu ing Hiking Cli bing HuntIngHlkIng Climbing Huntinl 

c-) 

7  

A K 
930 FORD ST.OGDENSBURG N.Y. 

225 STRATHCONA AV, OTTAWA CANADA,!: 
uullunk 6ui9pH6uilt.mH Bulqw,ID 604 

LITE TENTS 

DOWN BAGS 

FOAM MATS 

PACK SACKS 



WILDERNESS 
LARGEST and MOST COMPLETE 

SELECTION OF 

BACKPACKS — FOODS 

COOKING GEAR — MOUNTAIN- 
EERING HARDWARE — BOOKS 

CLOTHING — X-COUNTRY SKI 

SUPPLIES 

BOOTS & CUSTOM-MADE MOCS 

Discounts larger than patronage. 
Refunds for Clubs — Expeditions 

1310-A COMMONWEALTH AVE., BOSTON 

169 FOURTH ST., PROVIDENCE, R.I. 

WARMLITE STEPHENSON'S 
23206 Hatteras St. 

Woodland Hills, Calif. 91364 

ULTRA LIGHT TENTS AND SLEEPING BAGS 
5' Wide X 10' Long, 2 Man tent, only 

2 lbs. with poles. 
Deluxe Triple Bag: Comfortable 

from —20°F. to +60°F. with 31/4  
lbs. Down, Total weight 41/2  
lbs., only $136. 

Std. 21/4  lb. Down bags, 
weigh only 3.1 lbs. 

Write for brochure for info 
on other models and 
custom equipment. 

RUGGE 
The man—the mountain—the gear. The man 
climbed the mountain because it was there 
To take on this special challenge, only the 
best equipment would do. He chose the best. 

Tents • Sleeping Bags • Packs 

GO RIGHT — GO LIGHT! For free 
catalog and name of nearest dealer write 

O. Box 1081 • Boulder, Colorado 80302 
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Letters 

Dear Editor: 
Although I have not yet received my 

copy of the July-August Summit, I 
have been sent a copy of a letter by 
Bruno Schaerrer in which he intimates 
I plagiarized "his" bracket design. I 
would like to make the following facts 
known about the history of the bracket: 

The bracket using the keyhole 
slot was designed by Bryden Allen in 
New South Wales in late 1962. 

The first published record is in 
"The Rock Climbs of New South 
Wales," a guide published on 24 July 
1963, by Bryden Allen. 

I think this antedates Schaerrer by 
almost four years. 

Brackets of stainless steel are now 
commercially available in Australia 
for 90¢ (approx. 80¢ U.S.). These have 
a breaking strain in excess of 4,500 
lbs. and probably closer to 6,000 lbs. 
I consider this strength to be on a par 
with Dr. L. J. Griffin's results on 
American chromolly and some English 
chromolly hardware and bongs. The 
Swiss brackets with a breaking strain 
of 1,000 pounds sound about as safe 
as cotton ropes. They would be okay 
for both free leads and aid. 

I hope this clears up any misunder-
standing Schaerrer may have about the 
origin of the design. It appears that 
while it was first used in Australia, it 
was independently designed in Switzer-
land some four years later. I think this 
highlights some of the insularity of 
climbers—new developments in gear 
should be publicized as soon as they 
are proven. Two cases here are 
"climbing and rubbers" for prusiking, 
and the Robbins' sack hauling method. 
Australian climbers had never heard 
of these until an American came out 
here in June, 1968. This publicity is 

DAWSON'S BOOK SHOP 
Mountain World 1966 — 67 

Now Available 
$7.95 postpaid 

(in California add 49t tax) 
535 N. Larchmont Blvd. 

Los Angeles, California 90004 



GERRY GEAR GOES 
ANYWHERE...ANY WAY! 
How do you want to go? On foot? On skis? On horse-
back? On a bicycle? In a canoe? By plane? 
With Gerry Gear the choice is yours. We keep you com-
fortable anywhere any way. 
Our complete line of ultralight outdoor gear includes 
some exciting new products like a Bicycle Pack, a Horse 
Pack and a Tote Box that's adaptable to backpacking, 
canoe portaging, or plane trips. We even have a pack 
for your dog. 
See it all at your nearest Gerry dealer. Or write direct to 
Colorado Outdoor 
Sports Corp., Dept. 
61 Box 5544, Denver, 
Colo. 80217. 

Made in the Rockies by people who know the outdoors. 

GERRY 
ULTRALIGHT GEAR 

THE INCOMPARABLE 

for illustrated brochure, please write: 

KELTY PACK, INC. 
1807 VICTORY BLVD., P.O. BOX 3453 
GLENDALE, CALIFORNIA 91201 

PHONE: 247-3110 (AREA CODE 213) 
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not to boost the ego of the designer, 
but to make new gear and techniques 
more readily available. 

John Pickard, Editor 
THRUTCH 

Australia 

Dear Editor: 
John Muir a Hippie? 
L. Grett of the Los Angeles Times 

is not knowledgeable of one or of the 
other. The two cannot be equated. 

John Muir had purpose and vision. He 
observed. His greatness is substanti-
ated by his writings and memorials. 

Hippies, a dying breed of mutated 

mentalities obscured by hair and filth, 

do not make their way off the beaten 
paths of Yosemite or anywhere else. 

Charles G. Pou 
Benbrook, Texas 

Dear Editor: 
I have just recently moved to within 

25 miles of Glacier National Park from 
Denver and have found an amazing 
lack of mountaineers here. If there are 

any climbers coming this way, please 
look me up as I tire of solo climbs. 
Also, I can provide comfortable over-
night stays within 1/2  hours' drive of 
Logan Pass, which leads to easy 
access of Mt. Reynolds, Little Chief, 

Clements, etc. 

Michael W. Conner 
335 Spokane Ave. 

Whitefish, Montana 

the DOLTPEG is 

the KING 

of PINS 

0 DOLT 

BUYDOLT 



NEW BISHOP TENTS 
pick your price, 

pick your features 

Each tent is 5' x 7', can sleep three. 

BISHOP Camp-Rite Tent $49.50. 
Aluminum A frame with canted ends 
for extra room. Waterproof cotton 
poplin catenary cut to eliminate 
wrinkles and sagging. 

Weight: 9 lbs. 4 oz. Tent 

BISHOP Pack-Lite Tent $99.50. Same 
basic design as Camp-Rite, except 
made from lightweight rip-stop Ny-
lon. Price includes totally water-
proof fitted fly. 

Weight: 7 lbs. 8 oz. Tent/Fly 

BISHOP Ultimate Tent $179.00. Fea-
tures exo-skeletal Blanchard-de-
signed frame. Nearly vertical walls. 
Many sophisticated features. Same 
basic tent used on American Ever-
est Expedition. Price includes wa-
terproof fitted fly. 

Weight: 9 lbs. 3 oz. Tent/Fly 
Available without fly for $119.50. 

Write for free brochure and complete specifica-
tions. Mention which tent you're interested in. 

BISHOP'S ULTIMATE OUTDOOR EQUIPMENT 

Dept. 19, 6804 Millwood Road 
Bethesda, Maryland 20034 
Telephone: 301-652-0156 

As famous as the Alps themselves! 
--- 

JL". 

EDWARDO 
SKI TOURING BOOT 

Style No. 290 
Sizes: N. M. L. 4'A to 14 

$24.95 p oPsitualg 

Cross Country Boot, $23.95 

*Prices Slightly Higher In the West 

This boot is 4 inches high for freedom of movement and support. Roomy toe, 
trim fitting instep, snug fitting heel. FEATURES Goodyear welt, sewn with 
nylon thread for strength. Fully insulated throughout for warmth. Medium oil 
tanned uppers, black with red trim. Foam padded water-tight bellows tongue. 
Reinforced steel binding plates at toes. Overall thickness of 5/8 inch on 
sole and welt to fit all bindings. Excellent heel grip for down hill runs. 

"ghe o(epo Handmade in Italy for the 
Outdoor Man and Woman . 

Write for Free Brochure 

FABIANO SHOE CO INC DEPT, A-2, SO. STATION 
BOSTON 10, MASS. 

uninlir ORDER FORM 
ADDRESS: P.O. BOX 1889, BIG BEAR LAKE, CALIF. 92315 

Please Send SUMMIT for the term indicated to: 

NAME    1 Year ri  $6 

STREET  2 Years Fl  $ 9 

CITY  3 Years 1-1  $12 

STATE ZIP  5 Years 1-1$18  
0 MONEY ENCLOSED 0 BILL ME LATER 

GROWING PAINS. . . 
Periodically, it has been necessary 

to enlarge SUMMIT's printing plant to 

take care of additional subscriptions. 

Now in order to increase the quality of 

SUMMIT new printing equipment will 

be installed in time for the October 

issue. To help meet the initial cost, a 

special ten years for $30 (new or re-

newal) subscription offer is being 

made until the end of the year. Mail 

to SUMMIT, P.O. Box 1889, Big Bear 

Lake, Cal ifornia 92315. 

ODDS & ENDS 
Twenty cents per word. Payment in advance. 

DOUGAL HASTON is instructing at 
International School of Mountaineering 

in Leysin, Switzerland, NOW. Pros-
pectus and brochure, 1854 Leysin, 1 

Switzerland. 

ROCK SCHOOLS: Slide sets illustrat-

ing rock climbing from basics to most 

advanced. Accepted teaching aid by 

over 40 schools in U.S. and England. 

Frost Films, Box 1378, Boulder, Colo. 

FOR SALE: Holubar Expedition Roya-

light sleeping bag, extra down, plus 

Karakoram collar. A beautiful bag used 

only 5 times. Also Alp Sport one-man 

tent with rainfly and pole, like new. 

Both at a bargain. D. Gottlieb, 1720 
Monroe St., Evanston, Illinois 60202. 

FOR SALE: Kelty Pack, large; Trail-

wise down bag; shoes, 8M, German; 

misc. backpack equip.; New. P.O. Box 

1331, Escondido, California 92025. 
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,rre  

ROPES 
for 

MOUNTAINEERING 
Why do more than half of all Continental European mountaineers 
choose EDELRID kernmantle rope? 
EDELRID rope is designed, manufactured, and tested to the most 
modern technical specifications, to ensure maximum safety. EDELRID 
engineers are also experienced and expert climbers, and know what a 
climber wants in a rope for maximum convenience as well as safety. 
EDELRID has pioneered many advances: 

First kernmantle climbing rope of PER LO N 
First rope to pass the U I AA impact requirement 
First rope with 48 strand mantle, for better "feel" 
First braided Bicolor construction for two-rope leading and knot-free rappelling 

Each EDELRID rope sold must be perfect. Not even a single hidden knotted strand is permitted even though it 
would be undetectable by the purchaser. With EDELRID, there is only one quality for a climbing rope: as perfect as 
technology and skill can make it. E DELRID ropes are available clorored white, blue, red and gold. On special order, 
any length can be supplied, and special Bicolor constructions can be made up. 

For 66-page EDELRID technical and descriptive booklet 
„A Guide to Mountaineering Ropes" send stamped self-addressed envelope to: 
EIGER Mountain Sports, P.O. Box 161, MONTROSE / Calif. 91020 
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IF you ARE A TypicAl 
bAckpAckER, you'RE pRETTy UNUSUAL. 
Your backpack should conform to your particular needs. That's why we 
build Himalayan Contour Paks to adjust six important ways. And epoxy 
bonds, instead of welds, give the frame a unique resilience—when your 
body turns a little, the frame gives a little. ID Get information on the 
full line of Himalayan equipment—Everest Paks, packbags, sleeping bags, 
tents, and many other hiking accessories. Ask your Himalayan dealer or 
write us for a free catalog. 

HIMALAYAN 
INDUSTRIES 

Consumer Products Division 
Please direct all correspondence regarding Himalayan equipment to: 
BEAR ARCHERY COMPANY, Rural Route One, Grayling, Michigan 49738, Dept. S-9 

,-WEST RIDGE 
mountaineering 

ird, los angeles / phone 477-5250 




